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Explore Hobbies for Kids to
Expand Your Child’s Interests
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We live in a country where everything is always “fine.” An
acquaintance asks you how you are doing, and even if
you’re having the worst day of your week, you’re
probably going to say “fine.”
We’re just not good at discussing difficult—and
potentially hurtful—topics. So we avoid doing it. But if
you’re a foster parent or adopting children from foster
care—especially older children—you’ll probably need to
talk with them about their past. Because the reality is
that a lot of kids don’t know much about their own
stories. And it’s your job to tell them.

No matter what your child’s age is, you probably have a
good idea of what his or her interests are. Perhaps your
child prefers craft activities over science experiments. He
or she might enjoy playing an instrument over playing a
sport. These interests may change over time, but even
temporary ones have a significant impact on a child’s
development.
One way to nurture your child’s interest is to help him or
her find a hobby. Children benefit from hobbies because
they help kids:

Here are a few of the things that I learned in 26 years of
working with children in foster care that I hope will help
you talk with children and teens about their lives and the
circumstances that brought them into care.

•

Relax

•

Discover new talents

•

Develop “self-smarts” or intrapersonal skills

First, consider the age of the child

•

Form their personal identity

Kids can accept any information if you explain it in the
right language. And what you are going to tell them is
probably no worse than what’s in their head. They think
the worst, and they deserve a reality check.

•

Build self-esteem

•

Feel a sense of accomplishment

Developmentally, children fall into three age groups:
littles, middles, bigs. How you tell them their story
depends on their developmental (not actual) age.
Littles—children younger than six or seven: Tell
them their story in short sentences similar to the way you
would read them a book, maybe while they are snuggling
on your lap. You might say something like: “You know
Ms. Adel who comes to see you…that’s your birth mom.”
Give them the words to identify the people and events
going on in their lives.
Middles—up to about eleven: Around the
developmental age of six or seven—and continuing up to
pre-adolescent—an explosion happens in children’s
brains!
Continue Reading

Share their achievements with others
If you want to explore hobbies for kids to find one your
child might enjoy, start by trying the tips below.

Tips for Helping Your Child Find a Hobby
•

Make a list of your child’s interests. Discuss your
child’s current interests and make a list. This will help
you find ways to expand those interests through relevant hobbies.

•

Introduce your child to new things on a regular basis. Trying new things is the best way to get life experience and discover interests that your child never
knew about. Get creative when you help your child
try new things: go on field trips for different subjects,
introduce books on diverse subjects, and try plenty of
fun crafts, experiments, and other activities at home.

Continue Reading
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TOP 20 INDOOR ACTIVITIES TO
GET KIDS UP AND MOVING
by The Genius of Play Team
Being cooped up inside with the kids is no excuse not to have fun. No matter the reason for staying inside, there’s
still plenty of fun ways to keep the kids active and entertained—and perhaps everyone from going too stir-crazy.

While it’s easy to come up with things to do on day one of staying indoors, if you are running out of ideas by day
two, three, or more, check out our list below for 20 screen-free activities that offer completely kid-powered, easy,
and engaging ways to play.
Fort Building Readily available and guaranteed to deliver some well-padded play, pillows can be used in multiple
ways. One of the most timeless indoor activities? Pillow forts, of course! Whether using couch components or
ruffled, round, or ultra-plush pillows, building forts bolstered by furniture and covered in blankets can create a
creative and cozy cavern for spurring a child’s imagination.
Balloon Ball Looking for a wacky way to play ball in the house that won’t breaking any furniture or have the game
end in bumps and tears? All you need is a balloon – a blow-up ball can work, too! Line up some pillows to act as a
net, and you’re ready to go!
Broccoli Trees Many kids can’t stand broccoli, no matter how many times you put it in front of them. So put thei
raw snack-time leftovers to another use. Dip a broccoli stem into brown paint, press it evenly onto a piece of
paper, and boom– happy little trees that will have kids painting like Bob Ross. Let them express their creativity
and complete their masterpieces by painting in flowers and foliage with fingers and brushes.
Charades A classic game of charades is not only a silly way for kids to be expressive, but it’s also a quiet activity
for indoor play that can go on for as little or as much time as you want. Charades gets kids up and moving while
helping them become better communicators in a way that’s fun and interactive. Kids can even make up their own
categories for the game in addition to the classics: TV shows, songs, sports, animals, professions, etc. All you
need is a bit of imagination and a good hat or bowl for shuffling up your ideas to get started.
Crafty Cards Card-giving is often associated just with special occasions and holidays. Make it an everyday affair
and craft some homemade cards together that let kids feel special, through both giving and receiving. Let them
customize the perfect card for friends, family, and even pets using stickers, stencils, markers, and more!

Five Things Lists aren’t just for completing tasks or reminders. They can be an engaging way for kids to express
their emotions, and let moms and dads know how they are feeling to start a bigger dialogue. Have kids make a
list of five things that make them feel silly, angry, grown up, or anything they want.
Housework Hustle Turn household chores into a dance party to clean it like you mean it. Dancing and singing
together as kids straighten their rooms, put away their toys, make the beds, and more turns daily tasks into a fun
and active bonding experience amongst families.
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